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1.1

\~\

Goals

The objectives of this research are to develop a predictive theory of the Breeder
Genetic Algorithm BGA and to solve Grand Challenge applications with the BGA.
The aim of the theory is to identify measures which allow to control the BGA
search most effectively. The research should lead to a scientific foundation of one
of the key technologies in real world computing - problem solving by simulating
evolution. Grand Challenge problems are important problems of science and society
not yet solved. Some examples are cursiv handwriting, large transport optimization
problems and protein folding.

1.2

Contents of the research

The current fashionable "theory" of genetic algorithm is based more on magic and
belief than on science. Especially the "fundamental theorem of genetic algorithms" is
either a tautology or wrong, depending on the interpretation. In contrast the theory
of the BGA is based on classical population genetics and statistics. The key concepts
are the response to selection equation and the heritability. Regression techniques and
decomposition of variance are used to estimate the heritability. The power of the
~GA will be demonstrated by solving difficult applications. The conducted research
items have been as follows in fiscal year 1993
• Theory
• Optimization
• Discriminance analysis
• Synthesis of sigma-pi neural networks
, In fiscal year 1993 most emphasis has been placed on the theory. Therefore the
largest part of the report is devoted to the theory. Optimization and discriminance
analysis are only shortly described. The synthesis of sigma-pi neural networks will
be discussed in more detail.
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1.3

Results

1.3.1

Theory of the breeder genetic algorithm

A. Introduction
Evolution of natural organisms is based on three major components - reproduction,
Yariation and selection. Some reproductions of natural organisms occur with "failures" called mutations. A more systematic variation of the genetic material h~ppens
in sexual reproduction. Each parent contributes half of its genetic material to the
offspring. This method of variation. is called recombination. The offspring will be
identical to the parents if the parents are genetically equal.
Variation is necessary to allow selection to work. Selection in nature is very
difficult to define precisely. The term was introduced by Darwin [7] very informally.
•The preservation of favourable variations and the rejection of injurious variations,
I mll Natural Selection." But how can an observer predict which are the favorable
Yariations? The favorable variations are the variations which are preserved! The
Yariations can only be judged after they have competed in the "struggle for life."
Natural selection is no independent force of nature, it is the result of the competition
of natural organisms for resources.
In contrast, in the science of breeding the above problem does not exist. The
selection is done by human breeders. Their strategies are based on the assumption
that mating two individuals with high fitness more likely produces an offspring of
high fitness than two randomly mating individuals. The Breeder Genetic Algorithm
BGA introduced in [23] is based on the science of breeding. The science is part of
applied statistics. A major component is the regression of parent and offspring.
In this report we first introduce the basic concepts, the response to selection and
the heritability. Then the major theoretical results will be summarized. They have
been obtained for a rather simplified additive genetic model. Nevertheless its behavior is surprisingly complex. The model has· the same importance as the "ideal gas"
in thermodynamics. The model needs already five parameters. In the last sections
the statistical measures will be applied to complex fitness functions.

B. Natural vs. artificial selection
The theoretical analysis of evolution centered in the last 60 years on understanding
evolution in a natural environment. It tried to model natural selection. But modelling natural selection is difficult. Natural selection is not an independent force
of nature, it is the result of the competition of the organisms in their struggle for
life. Usually biologists introduce another term, the fitness of an individual which is
defined as the number of offspring of that individual. This fitness definition cannot
be used for prediction. It can only be measured after the individual is not able to
reproduce any more ..
Artificial selection as used by breeders is seldom investigated in textbooks on
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evolution. It is described in more practical books aimed for the breeders. We believe
that this is a mistake. Artificial selection can be seen as a controlled evolution
experiment. It can be used to isolate and understand specific aspects of evolution.
Individuals are selected by the breeder according to some trait. The prediction of
the outcome of a breeding experiment plays a major role for the breeder.
Darwin recognized the importance of artificial selection. H\ devoted the whole
first chapter of his book to artificial selection by breeders. In fact':, artificial selection
independently done by a number of breeders served as a model for natural selection.
Darwin wrote: "I have called this principle by the term Natural Selection in order
to mark its relation to man's power of selection."
In this section we will analyze artificial selection by methods found in [10], [5] and
[3]. A mathematically oriented book on quantitative genetics and natural selection
is [6]. Proportionate selection which is used by the simple genetic algorithm [15] can
be analyzed by the same methods. A detailed comparison can be found in [23] [22].
The change produced by selection that mainly interests the breeder is the response to selection, which is symbolized by R. R is defined as the difference between
the population mean fitness of generation t + 1 and the population mean of generation t. R(t) measures the expected progress of the population.

R(t) = M(t

+ 1)- M(t)

(1)

Breeders measure the selection with the selection differential, which is symbolized
by S. Let the selected parents be denoted by P8 • Then S(t) is given by

S(t)

= NI(t, Ps)- M(t)

(2)

S(t) is defined as the difference between the mean fitness of the selected parents and
the mean fitness of the population. The breeder tries to predict R(t + 1) from S(t).
This regression is shown in figure 1. The curves represent the fitness distribution of
the phenotypes at generations t and t + 1.
Breeders often use truncation selection or mass selection as shown in figure 1. In
truncation selection with threshold T, the T %best individuals will be selected as
parents. Tis normally chosen in the range 50% to 10%.
The prediction of the response to selection starts with

R(t) = bt · S(t)

(3)

The breeder either measures bt in previous generations or estimates bt by different
methods. A method based on the regression of parents to offspring will be explained
later. bt is called realized heritability in quantitative genetics. It is normally assumed
that bt is constant for a certain number of generations. This leads to

R(t)

= b · S(t)

(4)

There is no genetics involved in this equation. It is simply an extrapolation from
direct observation. The response to selection is the product of the heritability and
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T 80% 50% 40% 20% 10 %
I

0.34

0.97

0.8

1.2

1.76

1%
2.66

Table 1: Selection intensity.
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the selection differential. The prediction of just one generation is only half the story.
The breeder (and the G A user) would like to predict the cumulative response Rs for
s generations of his breeding scheme.
11

Rs

11

=L

R( i)

=L

t=l

(5)

b · S( t)

t=l

In order to compute Rn a second equation is needed. In quantitative genetics,
several approximate equations for S(t) are proposed [3], [10]. Unfortunately these
equations are only valid for diploid organisms. Diploid organisms have two sets
of chromosomes. Most genetic algorithms use one set of chromosomes, i.e. deal
with haploid organisms. Therefore, we can only apply the research methods of
quantitative genetics, not the results.
If the fitness values are normal distributed, the selection differential S(t) in
truncation selection is approximately given by

(6)

S =I· (7P

where (7P is the phenotypical standard deviation. I is called the selection intensity.
The formula is a feature of the normal distribution. A derivation can be found in
[3). In table 1 the relation between the truncation threshold T and the selection intensity I is shown. A decrease from 50 % to 1 % leads to an increase of the selection
intensity from 0.8 to 2.66 only.
-

If we insert (6) into (4) we obtain the well-known response to selection equation [10].

R(t)

= b ·I· (7p(t)

(7)

The science of artificial selection consists of estimating b and a p( t). The estimates
depend on the fitness function. Applications can be found in [23), [22). Because of
shortage of space we will just summarize the major theoretical results.

C. Summary of the major theoretical results
In this section we will just survey the results which can be found in [20),[22],[24],[2].
They are valid for fitness functions with additive gene effects. Let n denote the
number of genes, N the size of the population.
We first consider populations with recombination and no mutation. Any finite
population of size N will converge to a single genotype, even if selection is not ap4

plied. This effect is called genetic drift. The number of generations until convergence

GENe is surprisingly low.
GENe ex: N ·ln(n) no_sel,rec,no_mut
(8)
We now turn to truncation selection. If the size N of the population is larger than
the critical popsize N*, the minimum popsize to
probability, then we have

c~nverge

to the optimum with high

"

trunc_sel, rec, no_mut, N 2:: N*

(9)

Note that GENe is independent of N. The estimation of the critical popsize is very
difficult. The dependence of N* from I is nonlinear. Simulations have shown that
N* increases for large selection intensities and for small selection intensities [24].
For small selection intensities this behavior seems surprisingly. But the reason is
the genetic drift which reduces the variance of the population. We conjectured
N*

= Vn ·ln(n) · !I(Po) · h(I)

(10)

Proportionate selection as used in the simple GA [15] selects too weak when the variance of the population gets small. The expected number of generations GEN1_1 ;n
until the favorable allele is distributed in the population with probability of 1- 1/n
is given by

GENI-1/n ex: n · ln(n)

prop_sel, rec, no_mut, N

~

0

(11)

This number is much larger than with truncation selection.
The analysis of recombination in small populations is difficult. We have shown in [24]
the results in phase diagrams relating the posize and GENe. The phase diagrams
can be divided into two areas. The border is given by the critical popsize N*.
vVe now turn to populations using only mutation. Mutation is a random search operator especially efficient in small populations. The most important result concerns
the mutation rate. The mutation rate is defined as the probability of mutating a
gene.

Rule of thump: The mutation rate m

= 1/n where n

is the size of the chromo-

some is almost optimal {21 }.

For the above mutation rate the expected number of generations G ENopt until
the optimum is found has been computed for the (1 + 1)-strategy (one parent, one
offspring; the better of the two survives).

GENopt ex: n · ln(n)

sel, no_rec, mut, N = 2

(12)

Mutation in large population is inefficient. The scaling remains the same as for
N = 2. But it is still twice as efficient as proportionate selection with recombination
[24].
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GENI-I/n

<X

sel, no..rec, mut, N

n · ln(n)

~

0

(13)

For binary fitness functions, populations using either recombination or mutation are
able to locate the optimum. Moreover, the asymptotic order of the number of trials
needed (F Eopt), seems to be the same, namely O(n ·ln(n)). For recombination this
number is obtained by multiplying GE~ by the critical popsize N*. Therefore the
question which of the two operators is :i'nore efficient is difficult to answer. The
comparison needs an exact expression for N*, which we have not yet obtained. But
we can easily make a qualitative comparison. The major difference between mutation
and recombination is their dependence on p 0 , the percentage of the desired allele in
the initial population.
Let us take Po = 1-1/n as example. Then just one bit of a chromosome is wrong
on the average. Mutation will need about 0( n) trials to change the incorrect bit.
Uniform crossover of two strings, each with one bit wrong, will generate the optimum
string with probability 1/4, independent of the size of the problem. Therefore the
critical popsize N* is also independent of n. Thus recombination is much more
efficient than mutation. But the determination of the exact N* is also difficult in
this simple case. It will need on the average 4 trials to generate the optimum. But
the probability that a popsize of 4 will not generate the optimum is 0. 75 4 = 0.31.
It needs 16 trials in order to obtain the optimum with 99% probability.
If we take p 0 = 1/n the situation is reversed. Here only one bit is correct on the
average. Now mutation is much more efficient than recombination which needs a
huge popsize in order to locate the optimum. It is obvious that mutation is more
successful than recombination when far from the optimum. Recombination has too
few building blocks to generate better offspring. But recombination is more effective
than mutation near the optimum. Here the success of a mutation is the lowest.
A more detailed comparison between mutation and recombination, also by means
of a competition between populations can be found in [22]. We now turn to general
fitness functions.

D. Heritability and regression
The first theorem connects the realized heritability bt = R(t)/S(t) with the
regression coefficient between midparent and offspring. Let xi(t), x;·(t) be the phenotypic values of parents i and j, then
Xm

Xi(t) + Xj(t)
(t ) = -'--'---'-'---'2

is called the midparent value. Let the stochastic variable Xm denote the midparent
value.
Theorem 1 Let X(t) = (x 1 (t), ... xN(t)) be the population at generation t, where
Zi denotes the phenotypic value of individual i. Assume that an offspring generation
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X' (t

+ 1)

is created by random mating, without selection. If the regression equation
Xij'( t + 1) =a ()
t + bX'Xm ()
t

* xi(t)+xi(t)
+ Eij
2

(14)

with

is valid, where x~i is the offspring of Xi and xi, then

(15)
The proof can be found in [24]. The theorem says that the realized heritability
R(t)/S(t) is equal to some regression coefficient of midparent and offspring.
The importance of regression for estimating the heritability was discovered by
Galton and Pearson. They used scatter diagrams of midparent and offspring. The
computation of the regression coefficient was done rather intuitively [13]. The problem of computing a good regression coefficient is solved by the theorem of GaussMarkov. We just cite the theorem. The proof can be found in any textbook on
statistics [25].
Theorem 2 A good estimate for the regression coefficient of midparent and offspring is given by

bX

I

X

cov(x'(t), Xm(t))
(t ) = ---'--:-"'--~--'-'m
var(xm(t))

(16)

The covariance of X' and Xm is defined by

cov(x'(t), Xm(t))

= ~ l;:(x~(t)- av(x'(t))) * (xm;(t)- av(xm(t)))
'

where av denotes the average and var the variance. Closely related to the regression
coefficient is the correlation coefficient rx'Xm· It is given by
T'X'Xm

( i ) -_ bX'Xm (i ) * (var(xm(t))
( ( )) )1; 2
var x' t

The above theorem enables us to estimate the heritability by a second method. It
works as follows. For a large sample population X the offspring have to be created by
random mating. Then the regression coefficient bx,x can be computed by equation
16. This procedure is more robust than dividing R(t) by S(t). First, it works
also in the case of small selection intensity, and second, the trustworthiness of the
computation can be estimated by statistical techniques.
By the above method an average value for the heritability is computed. The
average is taken over the whole domain. For the breeder genetic algorithm we
7
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decided to proceed slightly differently. The regression coefficient is only computed for
the selected parents and their offspring. This local approximation makes it possible
to compute regression coefficients which depend on the given population and the
local fitness landscape.
The next theorem shows the connection between midparent and parent regression.
Theorem 3 Midparent aitd parent regression are connected by
.'\

bx,x(t) = 0.5 · bx'Xm(t)

rx•x(t) =

~rx•xm(t)

For purely additive gene effects we have bx'Xm

= 1 and rx'Xm(t) =If

Proof 1 We have

cov(x'(t), xm(t)) = cov(x'(t), x(t))
var(xm(t)) = var(0.5(x 1 (t)

+ x2(t)) = 0.5 · var(x(t))

From {16) the first part of the theorem is· obtained. A rigorous proof of the second
part will be given in a forthcoming paper.
The above theorem shows that the maximum correlation coefficient for mid parent
and offspring is .JQ.5. For parent and offspring the maximum is 0.5. This result one
would intuitively expect. About half of the genes of each parent are transferred to
the offspring. The theorem assumes that the parents are different. If the parents
are phenotypically and genetically equal, then the correlation coefficient will be 1.
In the next section we will apply the above statistical measures for different fitness functions to analyse the BGA.
E. Application of the breeding theory
In this section we will show how to apply the theory. We will use continuous and
binary fitness functions. We start with continuous functions. The BGA for continuous functions has been described in [23]. It uses a floating point representation. In
our simulations we will use the genetic operator discrete recombination. It chooses
with probability 0.5 for each variable one of the two floating point values of the
parents.
As a first example we take the minimization of the hypersphere. In figure 2 the
two different estimates for the heritability are shown for each generation. For the
simulation a truncation threshold of 0.5 was applied. Both heritability estimates
oscillate around 1 as predicted. The correlation coefficient stays at about 0.5. This
is less than the maximum value of JQ.5. The reason for this difference is the selection. The selection reduces the variance of the parents and therefore the correlation
coefficient.
8

We just report the results for a simulation run without selection. In this case
the R(t)f S(t) estimator cannot be used because S(t) is about 0. The regression
coefficient can be computed as usual and remains 1. Furthermore the correlation
coefficient is about J[5 as predicted by the theory.
The above results are not restricted to simple unimodal functions. As next example we take the hi~hly multimodal function which is known as Schwefel's function
F7 (23].
'\

F1 =

t
1

-Xi

sin (

vfx"J) - 500 ::;

Xi ::;

500

(17)

.

The theory predicts that the multimodality of this function can be considered
more or less as noise for the BGA. It should have no major influence on the regression coefficient. Indeed, with random mating, the regression coefficient is 1
and the correlation coefficient between midparent and parent is about JQ.5, just
as for the hypersphere. Figure 3 shows a real BGA simulation run with selection,
recombination and mutation. One clearly observes that the search is first driven by
recombination, then by mutation. From generation 20 on, the regression coefficient
substantially differs from the ratio estimator R(t)JS(t). Now the search is mainly
driven by the random operator mutation. The BGA mutation scheme is described
in (23].
Next we turn to binary functions. We take as examples
• ONEMAX(n)
• PLATEAU(20,3)
• DECEP(10,3)
ON EM AX gives the number of 1'sin the string, PLAT EAU(20, 3) has a string
length of 60. An increase in fitness is allocated if three consecutive bits at loci 1,3,6, ..
are 1's. In each case, the fitness is increased by 3. DECEP(10,3) is the deceptive
function defined by Goldberg [16].
In figure 4 the results of a BGA run are shown for ON EM AX(64) with a
truncation threshold of T = 0.5, uniform crossover but without mutation. The
two heritability estimates coincide fairly well. They are about 1, as predicted. The
correlation coefficient is about 0.5 till generation 14. This is less than the correlation
coefficient without selection, which is J[5. At the end of the run the correlation
coefficient increases. This -behavior indicates that the genotypes of the selected
parents become too similar. Therefore the offspring is equal to the parents.
Our next example is the PLATEAU function. We will discuss PLATEAU(20,3)
and PLATEAU(20,5). PLATEAU(20,5) has a plateau of size 5, therefore it is more
difficult to optimize. Without selection the regression coefficients for the two functions are about 0. 7 and 0.4, the correlation coefficients are about 0.5 and 0.3. In
figure 5 we have used a truncation threshold of T = 0.5. For both functions the
regression coefficients are substantially higher than without selection. This indicates
9

that selection is very effective for this fitness function. But note that the realized
heritability R(t)/S(t) is considerably smaller.
The last example is the deceptive function DECEP(10,3). This function is called
deceptive, because the search is guided into the local optimum (0, 0, 0). The global
optimum is at (1, 1, 1). Without selection, the regression coefficient is about 0.5 and
the correlat~~ coeffi<:ient about 0.35 .. This is s~10wn in figu:e 6..
.
The behaywr rad1cally changes w1th selectiOn. If selecbon 1s apphed, both the
regression coefficient and the ratio estimator become erratic and half of the time
negative. This shows that the fitness function deceives the crossover operator. The
operator is creating offspring which are not correlated to the parents.
To summarize this section: The theory presented in the previous section is especially applicable for continuous functions. For many continuous fitness functions
the regression coefficient will be 1, the maximum possible. For binary functions the
regression coefficient and the realized heritability give useful information about the
complexity of the fitness landscape and how to guide the breeding programme.

F. A short history of population genetics
The theory presented in the previous sections is an adaptation of classical concepts
of population genetics and statistics to genetic algorithms. Therefore a review about
the most important developments seems appropriate.
Genetics represents one of the most satisfying applications of statistical methods.
Galton and Pearson found at the end of the last century a striking empirical regularity. On the average a son is halfway between his father and the overall average
height for sons. They used data from about 1000 families. In order to see this regularity Galton and Pearson invented the scatter diagram, regression and correlation
[13].
Independently Mendel found some other striking empirical regularities like the
reappearance of a recessive trait in one-fourth of the second generation hybrids. He
made up a chance model involving what are now called genes to explain his rules.
He conjectured these genes by pure reasoning - he never saw any.
At first sight, the Galton-Pearson results look very different from Mendel's, and
it is hard to see how they can be explained by the same biological mechanism. Indeed
Pearson wrote an article in 1904 claiming that his results cannot be explained by
Mendel's laws. About 1920 Fisher, Wright and Haldane more or less simultaneously
recognized the need to recast the Darwinian theory as described by Galton and
Pearson in Mendelian terms. They succeeded in this task, but unfortunately much
of the original work is very difficult to follow. The difficulty lies in the concept
of additive genetic variance and its connection to heritability. We will explain the
additive genetic variance and its application in the Breeder Genetic Algorithm in
a forthcoming paper. Here we just cite from [9]. "The additive genetic variance
in any character measures, approximately, that part of the total variance that can
be accounted for by genes responsible for that character, freed from the further
variatation caused by interaction between these genes. Since it is a gene that a
10
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parent passes on to his offspring, rather than a genotype, at any locus, it is only the
additive part of the genetic variance that has evolutionary significance."
We are currently trying to adapt the concept of additive genetic to our breeder
genetic algorithm.
In summary: There are three different methods to estimate the heritability. The
, jirst on~.is bt = R(t)fS(t). !his numb:r is call~d the realized heritability. The second
~me is t!.\,e regression coefficzent offsprzng to mzdparent of Galton and Pearson. The
third estimate is the quotient of the additive genetic variance divided by the total
llllriance VA/v;,.

1.3.2

Optimization

The theoretical results have been used to design and control the breeder genetic algorithm for continuous function optimization. We have shown the following theorem

[23].
Theorem 4 Let a unimodal fitness function F of n variables be given. Let the initial
solut£on he lfd0 /l away from the optimum. Then in order to locate the optimum with
a precision of € the EGA using a popsize of two and mutation only will need about

FE=

c· n ·ln !!doll
€

(18)

function evaluations.

This result shows that the EGA scales linearly in the number of variables. vVe
conjecture that the above scaling is optimal for search procedures which do not use
derivatives of the function.
Our theoretical results indicate that the above theorem should also be valid
for many multimodal functions. This has been confirmed by simulations. At this
moment the EGA scales better than any other known genetic algorithm.
Knowing that the scaling is optimal we will reduce the scaling factor c in the
future. This will be done by introducing a multiresolution search. This will be
achieved by a competition between populations. Different populations search the
space by different strategies e.g. large steps or small steps. The populations which
are more successful than the average will increase.
1.3.3

Discriminance analysis

The design for using the EGA for discriminance analysis has been completed. Preliminary investigations have been done using different fitness functions. The results
will be reported later.
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1.3.4

Sigma-pi neural networks

A. Introduction
Genetic programming has been successfully used to evolve computer programs for
solving many interesting problems in artificial intelligence and artificial life (4, 18,
19). Similar to usual genetic algorithms (GAs), genetic programming (GP) starts
\ with a population of randomly generated individuals. Each individual is a program
\ that, when executed, is the candidate solution to the problem. These programs are
expressed as parse trees, or LISP S-expressions. Fitness proportionate selection and
crossover are used to produce increasingly fitter populations of computer programs.
While most GAs use binary strings of fixed size, GPs use structured representations of variable length. This is important because it is particularly suited to
problems in which the optimal underlying structure must be discovered. One problem with the variable length is that the program size may grow without bound. For
example, Kinnear [18] reports that all but a very few of evolved solutions to his sorting problems were so large as to defy any human understanding of them. Tackett
(27], in his application of genetic programming to image processing tasks, oberserves
that the size and complexity of trees grows without performance improvement.
In (29, 28) we introduced the breeder genetic programming (BGP) that employs
Occam's razor in its fitness measure to evolve optimal or minimal size multilayer
perceptrons. We apply here the BGP method to synthesize sigma-pi neural networks. Unlike multilayer perceptrons, sigma-pi networks use product units as well
as summation units to build higher-order terms. In section B we illustrab the usefulness of higher-order terms and show how the sigma-pi networks can be used to
represent higher-order networks. Results of simulation will be reported later.

B. Sigma-Pi Neural Networks
To motivate the approach, we start with a brief description of multilayer neural
networks. Multilayer perceptrons are feedforward networks with one or more layers
of nodes behveen the input and output units. These additional layers contain hidden
units that are not directly connected to both the input and output units. The inputoutput relation of the units is given in these networks by weighted sum of inputs
u·,- ~
L... w··x·
1.1 .1

(19)

jER(i)

where Wij is the connection weight from unit j to unit i and R( i) denotes the
receptive field of unit i. The total input is then transferred to upper layer units by
a nonlinear activation function J, e.g. a threshold function:

Yi = f(ui)
where

()i

= { +1
-1

is a threshold.
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if Uj > fh
otherwise

(20)

A commonly adopted architecture consists of one hidden layer with full connectivity between neighboring layers. This structure has been very successful for many
applications. However, they have some weaknesses:

\!

1. The full connectivity between layers and often only between neighboring layers
try to find a prediction over the full input space. This is not necessarily a
good strategy. A particular task might not contain a good predictor for the
full input space, but might contain functions capable of good prediction on
specified regions of input space.

2. They are especially appropriate to approximating additive functions, since
they employ linear combinations of inputs. However, the multilayer perceptrons cannot approximate efficiently if there are high order interactions between the inputs. Adding additional hidden layers may help to extend the
representational capacity of the network.
In [29, 28]. we use genetic programming to construct a problem-specific architecture whose size and depth are adapted flexibly during evolution. The method allows
partial connectivity and direct connections between non-neighboring layers to find a
parsimonious architecture. In this architecture input units can be connected directly
to output units. Although the method turned out to be useful to find parsimonious
networks, the simulation results and the analysis of the landscapes suggested that
the representation scheme does not scale well on parity-like problems.
To improve the scaling property, we extended the function set of the genetic
programming to include pi-units as well as the sigma-units. While a sigma-unit
calculates a sum of weighted inputs, a pi-unit builds a product of weighted inputs:
Ui

IT

=

(21)

VijXj.

jER(i)

Here Vij is the connection weight from unit j to unit i and R( i) denotes the receptive
field of unit i. The resulting total input is propagated to upper layer units by an
activation function chosen depending on applications.
The pi-units has been suggested earlier in the neural network community [8, 11,
26] and employed in polynominal networks [12, 17] and higher-order networks [1, 14].
A higher-order neuron of order k has an input-output relation given by

f(u),

y
U

-

""' (2); X; 1 Xi 2
Wo+ ""'
~Wi(1) Xi+ ""'
~~W;
1 2
il

+ L L ···L w~~!..;kx;l • · · x;k
i1

iz

+···

i2

(22)

ik

where all indices ill ... , im in w~~·~im are assumed to take different values satisfying
i1 < i2 < · · · < im.
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Since the k-th order term consists of a linear weighted sum over k-th order
products of inputs, we can rewrite it using pi-units:
T(k)

= L L ···L w~;!..i"Xi
-

1

···Xi"

~ ~ · · •~ W~;!...,ikg (.n Xi)
'1

12

'"

t=tt

~ ~ •··~ wf;!. . ,ikg (.n ViXi)
11

'2

'"

L

t=ll

w~;!, .. ,i"p(k),

(23)

(it ,i2 , ... ,ik)

where

(24)
assummg

g(u)

=u

and Vi= 1.

(25)

The higher-order terms can be again used as building blocks which are able to
capture a high-order correlational structure of the data. In particular, by building
a sigma unit which has as input various higher-order terms, we can construct a
higher-order network of sigma-pi units:

(26)
The problem in using higher-order networks is that the number of terms explodes
with the problem size; the number of panmeters necessary for specifying an order
k neuron is
k

T'k

=

L

nCi,

(27)

i=O

because w~~·~im have nCm components. Here n is the total number of inputs and
JJm are the binomial coefficients. As an example, an order 4 neuron has 24 = 16
parameters as shown in Figure 7.
To avoid the combinatorial explosion, a method is needed to discover and combine useful terms and to eliminate non-essential terms. This will be done with the
breeder genetic algorithm. The sigma-pi networks are represented as a set of m
trees, where m is the number of output units. Each tree has an arbitrary number
of subtrees .
. The major problem of genetic programming is the operator exchange of subtrees.
This operator is not a crossover operator in the usual sense. It violates the requirement that a crossover of two genetical equal parents creates a genetical identical
offspring. Therefore the theory of the BGA has to be extended for this operator.
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Figure 1: Response to truncation selection
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Figure 2: Heritability estimates and correlation coefficient (N=1024,T=0.5)
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Figure 3: Heritability estimates with mutation and recombination (N = 256). The correlation
coefficient r drops to zero. The regression coefficient (solid line) and the ratio estimator are almost
equal at the beginning. Then the ratio R(t)/ S(t) goes to zero whereas the regression coefficient
remains high till generation 22.
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Figure 4: Heritability and correlation estimates with recombination for ONEMAX(64) (N
128, T = 0.5)
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Figure 5: Regression coefficient- and R(t)/S(t)-- for PLATEAU(20,3) and (20,5)
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Figure 6: Heritability and correlation estimates with recombination for DECEP(10,3) (N

256, T = 0.5)
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Figure 7: An order 4 neuron
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